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About This Game

Real Warfare 2: Northern Crusades is the next installment in this series of realistic real-time strategy games covering various
periods in the development of the present day civilization – from the Middle Ages to today. This new title helps players witness

the key events in the history of the Teutonic Order in 13th century, namely conquering the pagan Prussia. All battles form a
single storyline campaign. The player will act as a Komtur of the Teutonic Order as they relive the battles of the crusaders,

regardless of the low manpower of the Order and the strong resistance of the heathens.
The project perfectly comprises two types of gameplay and owing to that the objectives of the Komtur are not simply limited to
participation in battles. The strategic map involves the gamer into a colorful and integral world and allows them to travel around
the map in the real time. The mode features full freedom of movement, dialogues with locals, RPG elements, quest system and

much more. However, sooner or later, the players will have no other choice other than engage their faithful warriors into a
battle. And this could be a combat with other armies, large-scale sieges of towns and castles, using various special assault

weaponry and tools and fight right on top the walls and fortifications.

Key features:

RPG system. Troops gain experience throughout the campaign and carry it over from battle to battle.

Combat system. A unique combat system, dependent on up to 80 game factors. Moral component of the combat system
evaluates the battlefield situation every second to bring the simulation of combat behavior for the “living” warriors as
close to reality as possible.
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Unprecedented scale. Real Warfare 2: Northern Crusades features not only really large-scale battles with more than
10,000 warriors engaged, but impressive and unprecedentedly vast actions during the siege and defense of towns and
castles, using various special assault weaponry and tools and fight right on top the walls and fortifications.

Freedom of actions. Variable modifiers consider the environment a unit is battling in and make the game tactically
versatile.

Two gameplay modes. The game now features a strategic map, where the player can travel around the world and interact
with various characters; however the battles will be carried out in the well-known tactical mode.

Network game. Apart from the storyline campaign the game features several diverse multiplayer modes. From 2 up to 6
gamers can participate in a battle at a dedicated Internet server. The results are stored in online Hall of Fame.

State-of-the-art graphics. Graphics engine used in the game provide for the highest level of details. Historically correct
armor and weaponry, realistic animation and battle scenes, which correspond to the specific period – Real Warfare 2:
Northern Crusades depicts the 13th century in great details.
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Title: Real Warfare 2: Northern Crusades
Genre: Strategy
Developer:
Unicorn Games Studio
Publisher:
1C Entertainment
Franchise:
Real Warfare
Release Date: 18 Nov, 2011

 b4d347fde0 

Operating system: Microsoft® Windows® XP SP2 / Vista / 7

Processor: Intel® Pentium 2,0 GHz/AMD 2000+

Memory: 512 MB

Hard disk space: 3 Gb free hard disk space

Video: GeForce 7300/Radeon 9200 or better

Sound: DirectX® compatible

DirectX®: DirectX® 9.0c

Internet Multiplayer requires at least 128 Kb/s connection speed.

English,Russian,Italian
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Lets not bandy about. If you don't have GOG, get GOG. Then buy SWAT 3: Tactical Game of the Year Edition on there -
because this game does not work for modern hardware on Steam nor does Valve care for supporting it. What would require, at
least half an hour of messing about in the config/directories folders for the Steam version in order to get operational - GOG
manages to do 'for you' right out of the gate.

Great game - Awful-terrible platform support on Steam.

Intel Core i7-4790K CPU @ 4.00GHz
Windows 10 (64 bit)
NVIDIA GeForce GTX 980 Ti
RAM: 16332 Mb. A slightly different take on the "match 3 coloured balls" malarky, but still just as engaging!. A bonus episode
to help flesh out Natalia's story? Sure, why not! I picked this up with the rest of the game proper but played it after concluding
the main story. Plot-wise, it does a good job at addressing some outlying plot threads that are hinted at in the end of the main
plot line, as well as touching on some of Natalia's origins and her ties to the antagonist of the main storyline.
Like all episodes of Revelations 2, you are given control of two characters who can interact with the environment in different
ways, and you have to juggle control over the two to progress through each level successfully. This time around, you've got
Natalia as your primary character, rather than as a sidekick. The secondary character provided is a "Dark Natalia" of sorts, and
while regular Natalia can interact with the environment physically and is vulnerable to enemies, Dark Natalia can proceed
through a level ahead of her kinder self, and mark out enemies for a period of time. Using Dark Natalia as a scout, the rest of
the game plays like a no-nonsense stealth-like spin off of Revelations 2's core gameplay mechanics. Regular Natalia is
completely incapable of hurting enemies, and if one discovers her, you must start the area over from your last checkpoint.
Between the two bonus episodes, I prefer this one's remix on gameplay more, as it realizes you can approach a Resident Evil
level with stealth instead of the usual choice of "run" or "gun". The length is minimal, so maybe wait for a sale, but if you are
looking for a different take on the base game experience, this is the episode to go with over the much more stressful The
Struggle.. The land of pain is aptly named.. Fun, time killer :P. Lots of skills to upgrade into tons of hats to change your look
hats give you boost which is really cool. You can also change the color of your shirt making it so you can change your look even
more. The gameplay is vary arcade fun like and how you get into battles is like pokemon where you go around the world and get
in a battle. There are diffrent bad guys other than zombies like chickens werewolfs magggots and more. The games gets sort of
hard in the third area which keeps it fun if you want something more hard. The game is a bit short but hey it is early access so
you can't blame them. The mini games are great like zombie surfing where you surf on the ground on a zombie which is a great
idea and very fun to do. There are some bugs like when you enter out of a area you go to the corner of the map making you walk
all the way back but the game is early access so no duh there are some bugs. So I say this game is 10 OUT OF 10 !!!!!!!. This is
worth all 5 dollars of your money! The cuteness that is the minaduki household cannot be contained nor denied!!
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Not recommended for a few reasons, mainly - the achievements. This is because I am a big achievement hunter so when games
do things like THIS game does, it really annoys me. At least 5 of the achievements (maybe more, I forget) require you to get to
Rank 1 on the leaderboards in each game type as well as the Overall leaderboards. This is impossible through legitimate play as
the current Rank 1 players are clearly hackers, so there is no way for anyone to claim those achievments legitimately. If they had
weekly or daily leaderboards it would make much more sense. That being the main reason, this game also fails at what it claims
to be "action-puzzle." Sure it can be fast paced but it's almost impossible to do extremely well just because the game lends itself
to being a slow paced strategic game. You can't see your next block color, it doesn't have any indication how close you are to
losing etc. Which are all sort of staples of said action-puzzle games. Don't buy it 1/10. i dont know, why i cant create a server to
play with my friends if anywone can help me , i just put me like the host with the password but anywone can join the room .. It's
not real ball hit with the racket. At the serve absolutely no motivation.. The game is awesome. I recommend buying it on sale. I
think its very deep and requires lots of trial an error. However, it relies on balancing between train lines and profit and if you
work your way through it slowly its very rewarding!. It's worth the money.. As old school reports used to say: "Jane could do
better".
The idea is good but what do we have here. A product called "Dangerous Approaches". Yol would be forgiven for thinking it
was about the landing experience but it is not. Before even getting to try a landing you have to either follow a majenta line for a
couple of hours or put on the autopilot and go and have a good dinner until approach time comes. Not that the flights are all bad
but sometimes people do not have two hours to spare to practice an approach and with the state of fsx at the moment there is
only a 50% chance of lasting that long.
The voice overs have obviously been written to be listened to with engine and ambient noises off. No way to fly a plane.
I think it must also have been developed with Active Sky Next on Jane's computer as she mentions several times the weather and
there is none...at least no buffetting and I have my weather slider full right. If Flybe was landing in the Scottish Islands I am sure
the pilots could not handlethe stillness as they are really used to wind.
Keep trying Jane as this time the bad outnumbers the good points but I am sure you can do better.. Not bad, not good.
Good graphics. Story is ok.
You can find yourself stuck from time to time. The help doesn't help in that cases.. E: Actually I'm liking this one more and
more, very strategically diverse and complicated.. This game is great, if you like RPG's and you like card games you're gonna
love this. Plus the writing is actually compelling! Imagine that!. 4/10 not much to do in the game
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